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General Comment

My name is Melanie Boyd I live in Austin Texas if it Austin Texas I have been disabled all my life I is
moldoma alive I am a civil rights activist Is with a doubt If these bills are not realistic in Texas ! For
instance if I were to get for instance if I were to get a ride because Uber a lift is not accessible Uber lift is
not accessible even though it's 2021 and there was 2021 I cannot rely on anything but public transport I
on anything but public transportation which we fall for in the eighties and for in the eighties and one in
the nineties!! The opportunities are already not equal. So to make it harder for the disability community to
vote as yeah community to vote is ridiculous in my opinion and it's a clear sign clearly a sign that we are
being under I'm that we are being under attack again and again I use it It's a electric wheelchair if I get
into a car I can't to a car I can't get back out without a wheelchair without a wheelchair and our
government only gives us one wheelchair only gives us 1 wheelchair either getting a manual wheelchair
or an electric wheelchair. My handwriting changes for literally from morning and night it's late for
morning and night I have several pauses in the it's a pause in the morning I have a lot of energy at night I
do not at night I do not my My signature literally looks different from night and day. This month is
disability pride month disability pride month because 31 years ago we took over yeah it'll be one years
ago we took over the US capital US capital and we guide Bush to sign the Americans were dead decide
the Americans with disability act 31 years later 31 years later I am at our Austin capital fighting capital
fighting for the right to vote and for and for my vote to count and not be thrown away and not be thrown
away


